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About This Game

Frequent Flyer: A Long Distance Love Story

After Emi moves into a new apartment after breaking up with her ex, she embarks on a solo vacation to Scotland, where she
meets a bonnie lass named Isobel.

They fall hard and fast for each other, but Isobel is hiding secrets that will shake Emi to her very core... do you trust her?

Features
Partial Voice Acting from a very talented cast!

All new OST
10+ CGs

CG Gallery
Multiple Endings (Including a secret ending!)
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Title: Frequent Flyer: A Long Distance Love Story
Genre: Casual
Developer:
NewWestGames
Publisher:
NewWestGames
Release Date: 12 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i3 or above

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Onboard graphics

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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. I do not reccoment this title.

The developers have abandoned the game, and the game's multiplayer community (last time I checked) seems to be dead.

Gimbal features a long grind, after which you can unlock a 'creative mode', where you can build ships of any size, using any part
you want, for free.

But forget about achieving that, unless you want to spend tens of hours grinding against bots, only to end up fighting bots again
after that!

I belive I've made it pretty clear that buying this game for any sort of multiplayer action is a bad decision, so I'll leave it at that..
Absolutely disgusting. The Computer blatantly forgoes strategy simply to stuff it in the human player's ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. I was
playing expert using 2 human profiles for myself against 4 computers. I had red in Africa and Blue in south america. Gold had
Australia and a foothold in Europe. My African boarders were all protected with 4+ soldiers, and Green who had Europe did not
have more than 3 on a single territory. So what does Gold do? Does he take the logical approach and secure Europe for himself?
Fuuuuuuck no. He plows a trail through Africa into South America, just to plant 3 men there. The Computer literally
disregarded obvious strategy just to ram♥♥♥♥♥♥in♥♥♥♥♥against the human players(both were me in this case, and believe
me, my ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ is sore). It's bad enough that the dice roll is blatantly biased in favor of the computer to the point that I
sent 3 sets of territories against 1 territory defended by 1 soldier, and lost 5 or 6 soldiers doing so, but to have the computer not
even operate strategically is just too much. I want to like this game, but they should have worked on these mechanics a little
more.. This game deserves many more positive reviews!

Corinne Cross's Dead & Breakfast is a little point and click adventure where you play Corrine, who is house sitting what used to
be a bed and breakfast. She is an insomniac and divides her odd day/night awake time between the locals of this little town and
the ghosts who show up after her first night.

Charming graphics make this little story very endearing. It was a slight adjustment to get used to keyboard only controls and
figuring out how to deal with the game's resolution (you can change it in-game by looking and Corinne's laptop). But it is a
simple set up which does not take any kind of fast reaction time or anything like that. And if you've played other keyboard
control/RPGmaker games you will already be used to it.

Story-wise I want to give this game ten gold stars. There's no sarcasm or trying to be edgy, it's just people saying their thoughts
and trying to do their best when faced with one of the hardest subjects any of us will have to deal with: death. The NPCs gave a
surprisingly heartfelt performance and you'll find smiles and tears here in a way that few if any video games can pull off.

I hope the people behind this game can keep making wonderful things like CCD&B. I definitely recommend this game, it's
worth the full price tag.. Thanks for making us pay money for this, then (without telling us you were planning on doing it)
making it so everything in this pack is unlockable though Steep Credits. What an absolute slap in the face. I only bought this
pack for the rocket wingsuit, and now I find out I could've saved my money and gotten it much cheaper through the credit
system. AI is terrible, after the first jumpscare its easy and not scary at all, even if it sees you go into a hiding spot it wont pull
you out. Really silly for a horror game.. Fun game, but I personally don't think its worth 20 bucks. i got it 90% off with a
coupon, and could definitely see a fair price for the game being 5 bucks, but not 20.
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This game is literally unplayable. How can I beat a game that requires me to jump if it doesn't allow me to jump? The broken
english is funny though, so if you want a quick laugh at poor translation this is the game for you. Don't waste your $0.99 on this
game, might as well just burn a dollar bill from your wallet.. Ok, so the developer friended me just to get in touch with me to let
me know he's implemented saves. Now the little ships that replenish your oxygen and life also save your game. Not just a quality
of life improvement, it makes the game actually playable now.

There are still some design choices I don't necessarily agree with (the oxygen bar, for instance...there's one area where you have
to basically 'wait out' an enemy...only it can take a bit to get there, and once there you may be low on oxygen and end up dieing
before you can get back.

Otherwise, the changes to the game are welcome, and I'm enjoying it a good deal more than I was before.

Still not sure if it's worth the price for the Early Access game you're getting now, but it's getting there.. Isuka is probably my
favorite of the GG games, but make no mistake - it demands a LOT of the player. Manual turnarounds, dual-plane mechanics
ala Fatal Fury 2/Special, a decided lack of instakills that you'd expect from GG; and frequent "challengers" of 2-on-1 battles
reminiscent of Street Fighter Alpha 3's Dramatic/Survival Modes. The manual turnarounds allow you to execute special moves
in the opposite direction for incredible escapes; and this game makes you learn to use and respect throws and low-dusts a lot.

An incredibly deep and underrated gem of a fighter with one of the most badass soundtracks of all time - and the game includes
that, too! No fighter should be without this experience.. I think this game has more potential than people are giving credit.

The atmosphere is pretty good. I like the ambient sounds. I made a video of how it runs on my pc with specs told in the video.
This game dose need work. but, its a good start. its cheap, give it a try. dev please keep updating and fix the issues.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=NiRmnCScBds. A softcore visual novel where a human falls in love with a fox spirit.
Typical inlove-dramas, lovely drawing style and okayish sounds.

personally not fully my taste but i dont regret the purchase.

100% completed.. The fire nation will attack in this game, and will leave everything burned down to a crisp. This game looks
too cute to take seriously but it proves that wrong when you're still in the first stage, it's difficult even on the normal settings, I
enjoy a challenge, and if you do, I totally recommend his, how cute it is will hurt you even more everytime you lose.
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